
The Night We Fell In Love

1. Adjective

2. Adjective
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7. Adjective
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The Night We Fell In Love

It was a Adjective and Adjective night... Or, it was a typical fall evening in October when it all

began:

"Come over" she said. "Help Dad and me put some Noun on a half-wall," she asked.

So, he naively packed a few tools, and at the end of a long day, after a week of playing profession , drove

Number minutes to the crowded little Building Type .

But, as carefully laid-out plans do, nothing went as expected. It was not just putting wall board on a partial wall

like the Adjective Adjective girl said. Oh, no! There was much Verb - Present ends in ING ,

designing, and re-building that needed to be done. Even then, as the evening slowly turned to night, everyone

realized that just strengthening the wobbly wall above the stairwell wasn't going to be enough.

"Wait!" her dad (the unknowing chaperone) exclaimed Adverb . While raising his Part of Body

joyously, he continued, "We can support the wall with the 150-year-old porch pillar we have out in the

Room In A House !" (Because, be truthful, who doesn't have one of those laying around?)

The three workers diligently set out on the new path, determined to modify the old column. They spent quality

time



pondering and re-pondering the best and most over-built way to accomplish this! At last, they decided to attach

the column to the half wall and tie into the roof rafters. There was a Adjective energy in the air. There

was a Type of Tool saw to use. Dimensions were taken, checked, and re-confirmed 4 more times.

Explanations of how to use tools were patiently accepted. Politics and religion were discussed as the air

Type of Tool shot nails into studs (the wooden variety of course). The project moved on...

As early night turned into late night, and midnight became early morning, the old Victorian column found a new

Location , the half wall strengthened, 2 young middle-aged Noun - Plural started to fall in love.
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